ABSTRACT. A real projective foliation is a foliation 3 with a system of local coordinates transverse to 5 modelled on RP1 (so that the coordinate changes are real linear fractional transformations).
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ABSTRACT. A real projective foliation is a foliation 3 with a system of local coordinates transverse to 5 modelled on RP1 (so that the coordinate changes are real linear fractional transformations).
Given a closed manifold M, there is but a finite set of values in f/3(M;R) which the Godbillon-Vey invariant of such foliations may assume. A bound on the possible values, in terms of the fundamental group, is computed. For M an oriented circle bundle over a surface, this finite set is explicitly computed.
In [5] , C. Godbillon and J. Vey introduced a characteristic class associated to a codimension-one foliation which lies in the third real cohomology group of the ambient manifold. The question was then raised whether one could assign some geometric significance to this invariant. The problem of understanding the GodbillonVey invariant in such a manner was underscored by a result of Thurston [12] , who showed that for any closed 3-manifold there are families of codimension-one foliations whose Godbillon-Vey invariant varies continuously in a parameter, and which take on arbitrarily large values.
It is the main goal of this paper to show that this situation changes when one restricts to foliations which are transversely homogeneous (see §1). To explain the geometric picture which emerges, it is worthwhile reviewing briefly Gromov's notion of simplicial volume [7] .
Given a compact manifold M, Gromov assigns to M a volume ||A7||, defined topologically, which measures the complexity of representing the fundamental class of M by singular simplices. For many manifolds, for instance spheres, it is easily seen that ||M|| = 0. However, inspired by the theorem of Milnor [9] and Wood [15] , Gromov and Thurston (see [7] ) were able to show that when M is a hyperbolic manifold, ||M|| is equal to the volume of M in its hyperbolic metric, up to a constant depending only on dim(M). This is done in part by comparing ||M|| to a certain volume invariant associated to representations from 7Ti(M) to the isometry group of hyperbolic space. At the heart of the argument is the elementary fact that a geodesic simplex in hyperbolic space has bounded volume.
In the present case, we consider foliations of a manifold M which are transversely projective, that is, which are locally modelled on the action of PSL(2, R) on the circle 5 '. The holonomy of such a foliation is described by a homomorphism 7Ti(M) -» (SL(2,R))~, the universal covering of PSL(2,R), as is discussed in § §1
and 2.
We then show in § §2 and 3 how the Godbillon-Vey invariant is naturally a volume invariant of this homomorphism, and so is expressible, via the machinery of continuous cohomology, in terms of volumes of "geodesic simplices" in (SL(2,R))~~. We also show that this invariant is rigid under deformations, in contrast to Thurston's examples [12] .
In § §4-6, we use these results to show that for a fixed manifold M the GodbillonVey invariant takes on only finitely many values as the foliation ranges over all transversely projective foliations of M, and we produce an explicit topological bound for the largest value. To explain this topological bound, we first observe that a geodesic simplex in (SL(2,R))~ need not have bounded volume. However, we show in §4 that the volume of such a geodesic simplex is bounded in terms of a certain "winding invariant", which measures how much an element of (SL(2,R))~ rotates the circle S1. The topological bound is then analogous to Gromov's construction, except that each simplex is weighted according to this winding invariant.
We then show in § §5 and 6 how to modify a representation.
7Ti(M) -♦ (SL(2,R))~ to keep the winding numbers small. This is, in effect, a variation of the argument of Wood [15] .
It is this weighting by the winding number which gives this topological bound new and interesting features.
In § §6 and 7, we then work out these bounds explicitly for circle bundles with Euler class e^O over surfaces, with Euler characteristic x{S) < 0-We find that for 5 a real projective foliation,
The right-hand side has an obvious interpretation in the setting of Thurston's eight geometries (see [21] )-namely, it is the volume of such spaces in the geometric structure applicable to nontrivial circle bundles over surfaces, which is Geometry #6 on Thurston's list [21] . This is the geometric interpretation of the Godbillon-Vey invariant we seek. In particular, the Godbillon-Vey invariant allows us to talk about the volume of a 3-manifold in this geometry when the manifold does not have this geometry-for instance, if the manifold is hyperbolic.
In a subsequent paper [20] , we will elaborate more fully on these results in the context of 3-manifolds and of Thurston's eight geometries.
It will be shown there that the Godbillon-Vey invariant, suitably interpreted, becomes an interesting invariant in the study of hyperbolic 3-manifolds.
In [8] , Heitsch has recently extended our rigidity and finiteness results to some transversely homogeneous foliations of higher codimension.
We would like to thank Walter Neumann for carefully reading this manuscript and suggesting several improvements.
1. Transverse structures on foliations. Let M be a smooth manifold. A smooth codimension-/c foliation {Ua} of M is defined by a coordinate chart on M, together with submersions <pa: Ua -> Rfc, such that for each overlap Ua nZi/3, there is a local diffeomorphism gap of Rfc such that <Pa = ga0 ° faAn infinitesimal characterization of a foliation is given by the theorem of Frobenius-a codimension-/c foliation is described by a codimension-k subbundle of the tangent bundle of M which is integrable, i.e., such that its sections are closed under the Lie bracket. In the language of differential forms, this integrability condition is easily expressed: a codimension-fc foliation is locally given by k everywhere linearly independent 1-forms <px,..., <pk, such that dpi = ^T uty A ipj for some 1-forms u>i¿. The tangent space to the foliation is then the simultaneous kernel of the tp^s-we say that the £>¿'s define 5 by this recipe. (For more general background on foliations, see [16] . ) We may obtain finer structures on foliations by imposing special conditions on the transition functions ga¡j. If X is a fc-dimensional manifold, and G a group of diffeomorphisms of X, we say that 5 has a transverse (G, X) structure if the <£>'s can be taken to be submersions onto X, and if the gQ/3's can be taken to lie in G.
An important special case is when G is a Lie group and X a homogeneous space of G. In this case, we call 5 a transversely homogeneous space. The case (c) will be the primary focus of this paper. In [1] , Blumenthal has given a differential form characterization of transversely homogeneous structures. We give it first for cases (a)-(c) above, and then refer to [1] for a general formulation. (ii) dw -0 Aui, dO = u) An and dn = n A 0.
We recognize in (a)-(c) the Maurer-Cartan equations of the corresponding Lie groups. A general characterization of transversely homogeneous foliations in terms of differential forms is carried out in [1] , to which the reader is referred for details.
We close this section with some basic examples. Suppose M is a manifold and ft: 7Ti(M) -> G a homomorphism.
If X is a homogeneous space for G (or more generally any space on which G acts), we may form the flat bundle (X)M with fiber X determined by h. The flat structure on (X)M is equivalent to a foliation on (X)M transverse to the fibers, and it is easily seen that this is a transverse (G, X)-foliation. (See [18] for generalities about flat bundles.) If 5 is a transversely homogeneous foliation of a manifold TV, and f: M -» N is a map transverse to the foliation, then ,*($) defines a foliation on M which is again transversely homogeneous.
In general, this gives rise to new transverse homogeneous foliations which are not flat G-bundles. For instance, let E be a circle bundle over a Riemann surface S of genus g, with Euler class e(E). Then, by a theorem of Milnor [9] and Wood [15] , E carries a flat PSL(2, Restructure if and only if \e(E)\ < |x(S)|.
However, taking an |e(.E)|-fold covering of the fiber gives an |e(i?)|-fold covering of E, which is now a circle bundle over S with Euler class 1. It is not hard to see that this new foliation is no longer given by a flat PSL(2, R)-bundle over S, although it remains transversely PSL(2, R)-homogeneous.
On the other hand, the following construction shows that all tranversely homogeneous foliations arise from flat G-bundles in a natural way: Suppose that 5 is a transverse (G, X)-foliation of M. We will construct a flat G-bundle (X)M over M, with fiber X, in the following way: over each neighborhood Ua C M, we form the product Ua x X, which is given the product foliation defined by projection onto the second factor.
The overlap transformation {Ua H Uß) X X C Ua X X -Uß X X,
given by (u,x) -> (u,gaß(x)), allows us to glue these neighborhoods together to obtain a bundle (X)M . Since the overlap transformations evidently preserve the product foliation, this foliation defines the flat structure on (X)M. Let 5' denote this foliation.
The holonomy homomorphism ft: nx(M) -♦ G which determines this flat bundle is called the holonomy homomorphism of 5.
The following lemma will be extremely useful in what follows. LEMMA 1. There is a canonically defined section 6: M -> (X)M, called the developing section, such that 6 is transverse to 5' and 6*('S') = 5.
In particular, this shows that all transversely homogeneous foliations are "deduced" from flat bundles. PROOF. We define é on each neighborhood UQ x X to be the graph of the submersion 4>Q: UQ -> X. The equation pa = gaß°Pß shows that 6 glues together to give a global section of the bundle (X)M. The fact that 6 is transverse to 5 is then equivalent to the fact that the ^Q's are submersions. Note that when we pull back the flat bundle (X)M to the universal cover M of M, the induced bundle (X)M is canonically trivial. The developing section 6 then lifts to a submersion 6: M -+ X. This is the analogue of the developing map for geometric structures (see, e.g., [6] ).
2. The Godbillon-Vey invariant. Let 5 be a transversely oriented codimension-one foliation. The Frobenius integrability condition then reduces to the assertion that, for <p a defining 1-form for 5, there is a 1-form 6 such that dp = 6 A <p.
It was observed by Godbillon and Vey [5] that the form 6 A dO is closed, and that its cohomology class depends only on J. This cohomology class is called the
Godbillon-Vey invariant of 5.
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It is easily seen from Proposition 1 that the Godbillon-Vey class of an affine foliation is 0. However, for RP1-foliations the situation is different. The following proposition can be found in [17] -it also follows readily from results in §3. is constant for all t.
PROOF. By Proposition 1(c), we may assume that there are 1-forms u>t,0t and r\t varying smoothly in t, satisfying conditions (i) and (ii).
For convenience, we label these conditions
From (A) and (B), it follows that G-V(St) = u>t AntA0t.
Denoting by ■ differentiation with respect to t, it suffices to show that (G -V) is exact. But which is the desired result. Theorem 1 is a special case of a more general rigidity theorem for semisimple Lie groups, which we now state. We are grateful to David Vogan for insight into its proof. To state it, let g be a semisimple Lie algebra, g* its dual Lie algebra, and A*(g) the exterior algebra on g*. When g is the Lie algebra of G, then A*(g) is the complex of left-invariant forms on G.
A On the other hand, the semisimplicity of g implies already that H*(g;V) = 0 (see [19] ) so that dF/dt must be zero in cohomology.
The rigidity theorem for PSL(2, R) yields readily a finiteness theorem, Theorem 3 below. The technique is a variant of one given by Sullivan [10] . THEOREM 3 (FINITENESS). Let M be a manifold with finitely generated fun- Now the set of homomorphisms tt\(M) -» PSL(2,R) forms a real algebraic variety, and so has only finitely many components, by a theorem of Whitney. On each component, the Godbillon-Vey invariant on (Sl)M is constant by the rigidity theorem. If we now restrict our attention to those components for which (Sl)M has a section, then Lemma 2 shows that the Godbillion-Vey invariant of M must be constant on each of these components. It follow that there are only finitely many possible values for G -V(S), yielding Theorem 3. 
THEOREM (VAN EST). If K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, and t, g denote the corresponding Lie algebras, then H*ont(G;R) -i/*(g;t;R),
where the right-hand side denotes Lie algebra cohomology.
In particular, H*ont(G: R) is finite dimensional.
One may think of the Lie algebra cohomology /f*(g;t;R) as being identified with the G-invariant differential forms on the contractible homogeneous space G/K. Now if C is any contractible space on which G acts, and nx(M) -► G is a representation, there is a natural map H*{G-invariant forms on C} -♦ P/*(M;R), which is obtained as follows: if M is the universal cover of M, then one may pull back forms on C to forms on M x C; those which are G-invariant will descend to forms on M x C/tti(M), which we may regard as a flat bundle over M with fiber C. The composition (G-invariant forms on C) -> forms on M x C/iX\(M) clearly commutes with d. Since C is contractible, we may identify H*(M x C/ttx(M)) = H*(M), yielding the desired map. Dupont [4] gave a lovely description of this map on the chain level. (His description was also noted by others.) Indeed, let ft be a contraction of C to a point p € C, and let p be a G-invariant form on C-To evaluate p on (gx,..., g^) <E Gk, we form the "geodesic simplex" A(gx,... ,gk) determined by ft by the following inductive method: for a 1-simplex (gi) let A(gx) = {ft(gi): 0 < t < 1}. Assume that all i-simplices A(gx,..., g%) have been defined. Then set A(gx,.. .,gi+i) = {ft(gx ■ A(gx1g2,.. .,gxlgt+1)): 0 < t < 1}.
A closed-form definition of this inductive procedure is given in [2] .
As an example, let G = PSL(2, R), and C = G/K be the upper half-plane. Then the only G-invariant form on C is the non-Euclidean volume form.
A geometrically interesting contraction of C to the point i G. C is given by contraction along geodesic lines. It is not hard to see that the corresponding geodesic simplex A(f,g) is the geodesic triangle with endpoints i, f(i) and gf(i). The theorem of Milnor [9] (mentioned in the introduction) can now be read off from the fact that the volume of a geodesic triangle in the upper half-plane is bounded.
Note that since there is only one G-invariant 2-form on G/K, all elements of #c2ont(G;R) must agree up to a universal constant.
This yields Proposition 2, modulo evaluation of this constant.
The latter can be worked out by a special example.
The following construction is useful in this context. Let G be any topological group and let G8 denote the group G with the discrete topology. The identity map G -► G is a continuous homomorphism.
There is a topological group (the homotopy-theoretic fiber) G and a continuous homomorphism G -> G such that G -^ G6 -► G is a fibration sequence.
BG classifies flat G-bundles which are globally topologically trivial. The continuous cohomology of G is given by the Lie algebra cohomology //*(g,R).
Specializing our discussion to G = PSL(2,R), we find that there is a natural homomorphism (SL(2,R)*)~ -► G which is a homotopy-equivalence.
The induced map P(SL(2,R)é) -» BG is thus a homotopy-equivalence. The continuous cohomology of SL(2, R) is given by the Lie algebra cohomology of sl(2, R), which has one generator in dimension 3, corresponding to the invariant volume form of SL(2,R).
To apply these considerations to the Godbillon-Vey invariant, let M have an RP'-foliation 5, and let ft:7ri(M) -» PSL(2,R) be the holonomy homomorphism.
By Lemma 2, G -V(5) depends only on this map ft. Furthermore, the fact that the induced bundle (S1)(M) has a section implies that ft lifts to a homomorphism:
-(SL(2,R))h Therefore, G -V is represented as a class in P/c3ont((SL(2, R))~;R), and hence is given, by Dupont's recipe, in terms of the left-invariant volume form of (SL(2,R))~.
We will carry out this recipe in the next section.
4. An analytic estimate. PROOF. This is just the chain rule; alternatively, this can be verified by a simple explicit calculation.
We now lift w and w to maps u>:(SL(2,R))~^R, w: (SL(2,R))~ x H -R which we denote by the same symbols. Lemma 3 and (*) continue to hold for these maps, by analytic continuation. Furthermore, the following properties are evident. We now have shown that w has all the formal properties that Wood [15] used in his study of the Euler class via rotation numbers. Our main reason for introducing w into the discussion is the following: we may identify SL(2, R))~ with H x R by the identification A -» (A(i),w(A)) where we let (SL(2,R))~ act on H by first projecting it onto PSL(2,R). We then have LEMMA 5. The (SL(2, R))-invariant volume on H x R is given by [dxAdy/y2] A dw.
PROOF. Since dx A dy/y2 is the invariant volume on H, it is clear that this is invariant on H x R. dw, on the other hand, is not PSL(2,R)-invariant.
However, from the formula of Lemma 3, we write A*(dw)(B) = dw(A, B(i)) + dw(B), where the first expression on the right depends only on B(i), and not on w(B), so that it is expressible in terms of dx and dy. It follows that this term vanishes in the wedge product, so that dx A dy/y2 A dw is invariant.
We now let ft be the following contraction of H x R to the point (i, 0); ft contracts the first factor H to the point i along geodesic lines, while it contracts the second factor linearly. For f\,f2,f3 £ (SL(2,R))~, let A(fx,f2, fa) denote the "geodesic simplex" described above for fi,f2,f3.
Its vertices are the four points
LEMMA 6. vo\{A(fx,f2,f3))<2nmax(w(fi)w(f2Jl),w{f3f2fx)).
PROOF. Projecting A(fx,f2,f3) onto H yields a geodesic quadrilateral in H, whose area is thus at most 27r, while projecting A(fi,f2,f3) onto R yields an interval of length {max(w(fx),w(f2fx),w(f3f2f1))}.
5. An estimate on the fundamental group. Let n be a finitely presented group, with generators gx,..., g3 and relations R\,..., Rk-LEMMA 7. Let n be a finitely presented group. There exists a function c: H -* R such that if xp e Hom(n,PSL(2,R)) lifts to a homomorphism U. -► SL(2,R), then there exists a lift tp e Hom(n,SL(2, R)) such that \w(ip(g))\ < c(g) for all gen.
PROOF. We begin by lifting each generator g% to an element gx of (SL(2,R))w ith winding number between 0 and it. In general, this will not extend to a representation n -► (SL(2, R))~~, because the relations R-¡ may go to a lift of the identity element with winding number nlj.
However, by Lemma 4(i), lt is bounded in terms of the length of the word Ri, since the winding number of each gx is between 0 and w. Of course, using Lemma 4(ii) and (¡ii), one may improve upon this estimate in specific cases.
We now consider what happens when we choose a different lifting of the ¡fc's. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
By the assumption that the representation lifts to SL(2,R), there is a solution to this system of linear equations. Since the Ijs are bounded independent of tp, there are only finitely many possible such systems of linear equations. Hence, there is a bound, independent of tp, on the size of the fc¿'s.
Denoting by xp the representation resulting from this choice of fct, it follows that |(t%))|<(i + N)ir, so that \w(t})(gi))\ is bounded independent of tp. A bound for |tu(g)|, gell, now follows from this, again by Lemma 2(i), by expressing g as a word in the g^s.
As a simple example, let n be the fundamental group of a circle bundle over a surface S, of genus g > 1, with Euler class e. Then a presentation of n is given by II = \xuYuT;Te = f[(XlYlXlYl-1), X>TX~l . T, YflYrlT { ¿=i
Now the Xj's and Ft's each occur in these relations with total degree 0, and the winding number of a commutation is < 2ir, so we must solve the linear equation efcf = /, where |/| < 2g.
In particular, |fct| = |//e| < 2g/|e|.
6. An estimate on the Godbillon-Vey class. We now return to the main situation of the paper. Suppose that M has an RP'-foliation S-Let ft:iri(M) -» PSL(2,R) be the associated holonomy homomorphism, and (S^)M the associated flat circle bundle over M. We claim that the Godbillon-Vey class in H*(K(ttx(M), 1)) is bounded in terms of 7T = 7ti(M). To see this, let n represent any homology class in H3(K(tt, 1)). n is represented by a certain number of simplices in the Eilenberg-Mac Lane homology of ir, say n = £°i(»iir0i*»0«a)-By §4, we may choose our lift from ir -> PSL(2, R) to ir -► SL(2, R) so that the winding numbers of each & is bounded by a constant d depending only on & and not on the representation (a different lift corresponds to a different trivialization of our circle bundle). It follows that the volume of each simplex, and hence the Godbillon-Vey class evaluated on that simplex, is bounded. It follows that the value of the Godbillon-Vey class on n is bounded in terms of ir, and independent of the representation.
It turns out that in particular cases, covering space arguments allow us to obtain sharper estimates: To establish (b), it suffices to consider the case e = 1. Indeed, replacing T by Te gives rise to an |e|-fold covering of M ; so that G -V also gets multiplied by \e\. Since |e| occurs in the denominator of our bound, we need only show it in this case.
Suppose e = 1. Then there exists a triangulation of M with 6(g + 1) simplices: the standard triangulation of a surface has 2g + 2 simplices, and over the cut-open surface the bundle trivializes ( Figure 1) ; we may then erect a prism over each 2-simplex, and then each prism can be divided into three simplices. (To check that the triangulations of the prisms can be chosen mutually compatible along vertical faces, one must verify a simple combinatorial lemma, left to the reader.) Figure 2 demonstrates how to express these simplices as Eilenberg-Mac Lane simplices on the fundamental group. Now, by our computation of §5, the winding number of T is at most 2irg, while the winding numbers of the other generators are at most ir. It follows from §4 that
|G-V(5)[M]|<(const)g[6(23-l)]
for some constant.
To achieve the slightly sharper results of the theorem, we may lift this estimate via fc-fold coverings of the surface S; which multiply g -1, e and G -V(5) by k.
The value of (const) given here is not sharp. We will see in §7 how to obtain the sharp value (const )= 4ir2. Figure 2 7. An improved bound.
In this section, we will improve the bound of Theorem 4 for circle bundles over surfaces, to get the sharp bound: 
